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Over the last few years, Ken Anderson - Boise educator and 
administrator - has been an Alzar School supporter for the 
past six years. He was the principal at the high school where 
Sean Bierle taught.  Recently retired, Anderson now returns as 
board and community member: “excited to be involved in any 
way [he] can.”

As an educator with thirty years of  experience in public 
schools, Anderson was struck by the impact of  Alzar School’s 
small class sizes (sometimes as small as one!). Anderson noted 
that the “individualized learning” tied curricular progression 
more closely to students’ needs as well as pushed each 
student to engage more actively than typical large classes. At 
Alzar School “there’s nowhere to hide,” Anderson observed, 
“and you better be prepared because if  you’re not you’ll be the 
odd man out around such motivated peers.”

Along with self  and peer motivation, Anderson noted that the 
“attitude and enthusiasm of  the teachers” set students up for 
a higher caliber educational experience.  He was struck by 
the dynamism and passion Alzar School teachers brought to 
their lesson planning and execution: “It gets kids out of  a rote 
memorize and regurgitate learning and [makes them] really 
think.” 

It’s true that the student teacher relationship is different at 
Alzar School than any other typical high school experience. 
As students work alongside staff  throughout the semester 
to cook meals, lead expeditions, and complete community 
tasks, the lessons students are learning extend far beyond the 
classroom; they are developing not just into intellectuals but 
into more conscientious human beings. 

“Whatever these students decide to do,” Anderson reflects, 
“they will be successful because they’ve had this experience.”

The Alzar School welcomes visitors 
to campus to share our mission and 
vision for empowering young leaders, 
as well as to solicit feedback and 
continue improving our program. To 
schedule a tour of  the life changing 
leadership program in Cascade, 
Idaho, please contact Kristin Bierle at 
kristin@alzarschool.org.
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Alzar School educates and facilitateS 
the leadership development of high 
school students.

ALZAR SCHOOL’S 
SIX FOUNDATIONS

Mapuche: “People of  earth and sky.” One of  eight recognized 
indigenous groups remaining in Chile. One weekend during 
our five week cultural expedition in Chile, the Alzar School 
gets the unique opportunity to live on Mapuche land in the 
Trankurra valley and learn directly from these native peoples. 
We watch closely as Benita flips tortillas couched in bonfires 
coals. We grab buckets rationed out by seven year old 
delegates and rush to the abundant zarsamoras (blackberry 
bushes); it’s suddenly a contest of  which Mapuche/gringo 
team can collect the most berries to make juice. On our 
Sunday morning hike we chase Pablo up steep goat paths that 
zigzag into the mountains above the valley. 

“I’m going to take you to my favorite spot,” Pablo explains 
in Spanish, “where I used to come as a child and dream of  
building a house to grow old in.” Puffing to keep up, we finally 
reach the clearing. While some students descend upon the 
abundant blackberry bushes, others practice their Spanish, 
asking Pablo about the local flora and fauna, learning the 
words for deciduous (caduja), small deer (pudú), and wild 
rose (rosa mosqueta). As Pablo explains how he discovered 
this place as an 8-year-old child of  the valley, a student 
interjects with a smile dyed purple - “this place is your 
querencia!” Pablo nods as the other students register the 
delightful moment of  synthesis - connecting English class 
readings from Barry Lopez to their own practice building a 
sense of  place on campus to this Mapuche man’s childhood. 

Over a semester at Alzar School, students become invested 
in their education when they see the web of  connections 
between their life experience and their school learning - when 
those become one in the same. As they rehearse messages 
of  gratitude to deliver to the Trankurra community Lonco 
(chief), they are not just practicing Spanish, but how to be 
respectful individuals. As they pass a deflated soccer ball 
with tiny Benjamin and talk about kayaking with thirteen-year- 
old Florentia, they aren’t just building relationships across 
cultures, but they are learning to be more engaged and 
thoughtful travelers. Campfire stories of  Mapuche warriors 
and governing systems become lessons of  leadership values 
across borders. These are the lessons students remember. 
These are the experiences that shape them into not simply 
high-achieving academics, but empathetic individuals and 
thoughtful young leaders.

“My hope is that when you return home and people ask you 
about Chile,” Pablo explains to us, “you will be able to tell 
them more than ‘it was lindo’ (pretty).’”  

FOUNDATION IN ACTION:
CONNECTING ACROSS 
CULTURES  by ellie moore
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AP US History students evaluated a leader of  the Civil War 
using the leadership elements studied at the Alzar School.  
These traits serve as a platform for leadership discussions 
and feedback sessions.  Students identify strengths and areas 
for growth in themselves, their peers, and their community.  
Students work to give and receive feedback citing specific 
examples.  Around the campfire on expedition you can hear 
students say, “Jacob you demonstrated excellent resilliency 
today while hiking in the rain for four hours!  You showed that 

not only can you deal with adversity, but you can bring the 
group closer together by singing songs and laughing.”   In 
the classroom and within our community faculty encourage 
students to suggest creative solutions to academic and peer 
problems as they arise. 

On the 10 Elements of  Leadership Rubric, students denote 
a + for noteworthy demonstration, a ✔ for satisfactory 
performance, and a ∆ for elements that need improvement.  
Specific examples for supporting evidence are included in the 
final column.

The 10 Elements of  Leadership are a common set of  vocabulay  
to begin more complex discussions, but we do not claim that 
these are the only elements of  leadership.  Students are 
tasked to come up with their own “11th Element,” and think 
critically about traits they admire and respect in their peers 
and mentors.  
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profiling historical leadership
by jessica shotwell

STUDENT BIO 

“Lincoln could have worked on realistic expec-
tations.  For example, the North expected the first 
Battle of  Bull Run to be an easy and decisive vic-
tory” -Jessica Shotwell

NAME

Jessica Shotwell

HOMETOWN

McCall, Idaho

GRADE

11th

THE ASSIGNMENT

Students asses a histori-

cal leader using the same 

10 Elements of  Leader-

ship which students use 

to self-assess and give 

constructive and reinforc-

ing feedback to peers 

and staff  throughout the 

semester.



Ashley Walsh is an Alzar School alumna and junior at 
Vanderbilt University 

More than the formal leadership lessons, more than the 
friendships, more than the waterfall profile pictures, 
Vanderbilt junior and Alzar School alumna Ashley 
Walsh thinks that her most relevant take away from her 
Alzar School experience was the opportunity of  the 
nontraditional path: “At the Alzar School I learned to 
branch out and realize that I am not limited.  This led me to 
seek out other opportunities in the future.”  This approach 
has shaped her academic pursuits and expanded her 
interests.

Academically, Ashley is a Latin American Studies major, 
and is working on minors in Developmental Economics, 
Spanish, and Environmental Studies & Stustainability.  
She says her experience with the Alzar School in Chile 
sparked an academic interest in what she observed 
around her.  She decided to spend five months studying 
abroad in Argentina during her sophomore year.  
Currently she is working out the details to return to Chile 
for a summer internship with a law firm in Santiago, Chile.  
The firm is involved in various legal issues concerning 
the famous Futaleufu river and connects to her interest 
in the “valuation of  natural resources in Latin American 
countries.”

Freshman year, Ashley sought out the Outdoor Program at 
Vanderbilt, something she “wouldn’t have looked for pre-
Alzar School,” which turned out to be “the most valuable 
thing [she] did as a freshman.”  She met people who have 
become lasting friends and she is now a kayaking and 
climbing instructor for the student-run program.  This 
weekend she is leading a climbing trip to Kentucky.  

We now sit back and watch with admiration and pride 
as Ashley leads her own life, following curiosities and 
passions, knowing that she isn’t limited by perceived 
boundaries.  This is a tremendous lesson, and one that will 
continue to inform her life choices.

TAKing ALZAR SCHOOL TO 
COLLEGE  by ASHLEY WALSH & kristin bierle

alumna in action Events Calendar

IDAHO GIVES

May 1st, 2014

Idaho Gives is state wide, 24 
hour giving event that takes 
place online.  Donations will 
have matching and award 
pool incentives.

You can see the Alzar 
School’s site here and 
schedule a donation in ad-
vance: http://idahogives.ra-
zoo.com/story/Alzar-School

CAMP CUP

Every year over 100 teens 
from summer camps across 
the US join the Alzar School 
for a two day kayaking event 
in Western North Carolina.

Students race in a downriver 
event and slalom events, and 
meet other young people 
from their home towns that 
enjoy river sports.

When:  July 14-15, 2014

MAY 1

JULY 14-15

Spaces are available for highly 
motivated sophomores and 
juniors for the 2014-2015 
school year.  Spend a semester 
exploring Idaho and Chile while 
taking academic classes.

The world awaits...

SPACES ARE LIMITED
  
Learn more and apply at:  
AlzarSchool.org/Student 

 ALZAR SCHOOL
Empowering Young Leaders

      I do not want to be recognized in Alzar School materials.

Alzar School will not share your information with any other organization. Gifts to Alzar School are tax 
deductible.

Donate to:     Annual Fund      Campus Build         Scholarships

Name: 

Phone:

Email:

Address: 

City:

State:                                  Zip:

Email:  

    Scholar $50 for _______ years                                        

    Graduate $100 for _______ years                          

    Honor Roll $200 for _______ years

    Dean’s List $500 for _______ years                         

    Valedictorian  $1000 for _______ years           

    Rebel $ _______ for _______ years     

    My company will match $____________

Apply to the Alzar School

Enclose form and mail check to:  Alzar School | PO BOX 1609 | Cascade, ID 83611

View campaigns and donate by credit card online at:  www.AlzarSchool.org/donate
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